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Abstract
The main aim of the paper is predicting the number of available parking spaces in the parking slot. The challenge of
traffic and parking management has increasingly posed the need for smart solutions. Traffic and Parking problems are
common in most major cities. The limited availability of parking results in traffic congestion, motor vehicle pollution,
as well as driver frustration. Many cities facing with several parking problems which cannot be served by the existing
systems.
An application is necessary to guide drivers to locate vacant
spaces during peak hours. This paper proposes efficient
parking system using parking slot sensors enabling in cars. IR Sensors checks the parking slots and sends the data to
the system and it will capture the data by an android application and reflects to the user mobile application. Data captured by the IR sensors goes to the server and after calculation of data it will go to the user who is near to that place. All
the data stores in cloud server and user can reserve the parking based on time limit. If there is any delay in parking then
other user can see that free parking again. This system gives information on the total number of free slots in the car
parking area, and also helps the driver in guiding to the exact location of the free parking slots area
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1. Introduction
Traffic jams paralyzing the day to day activities is
a common factor now, especially during the peak
hours[3].It is a critical problem which happens on roads
which make traffic busy because roads full of cars due to
lack of parking systems.

Bengaluru stands in the second place for more
number of Car registrations in India every year

Fig. 2:- Report Analysis of no. of cars sold by Honda
Company till 2017

Fig 1:- Car Registrations in different cities

As Increasing number of vehicles every year and
especially in the peak season creates havoc in the
life of people. The current parking system is costly so,
desperately needs a fully automated parking system.
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IR Sensors checks the parking slots and sends the data
to intranet and it will capture the data by an android application and reflects to the user mobile application. Data
captured by the IR sensors goes to the server and after
calculation of data it will go to the user who is near to
that place. All the data stores in cloud server and user
can reserve the parking based on time limit. This system
gives information on the total number of free slots in the
car parking area, and also helps the driver in guiding to
the exact location of the free parking slots area.
This system uses different hardware components
and software applications to implement parking system.

II. CURRENT SYSTEM AND ITS
DRAWBACKS



The key issue of parking problem is more demand for parking and less availability of parking space.
The available information is only the total
number of free slots available but not the exact
location availability so it becomes difficult for
driver in searching the free slots and sometimes
before reaching that location, somebody else can
occupy [4].

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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Fully Automated System
IR sensors detects the vehicles
RFID card is attached to each vehicle near the
number plate.[5]
The user’s mobile phone will be used to display
the available slot for the vehicle
With the help of Google Map Server we can locate the current location.
Cloud server periodically updates the free parking slot information.
Service provider will maintain and is responsible for allocation of the parking slots.

Fig. 3:- Parking Architecture using IR sensor

IV CONCLUSION
We can observe that this new parking system is an added
good feature to the current parking problems like manually searching for free parking slot and paying more
parking charges. So, we proposed IR sensor and RFID
card which gives an information on the total number of
free slots in the parking area, and it also finds the exact
location for parking the vehicle.
Hence, we believe that this new parking system,
when it’s released into the cities, will be one of those
best solution in parking activities.
In further this system can try to propose not only
free parking space, it can also reduce the traffic searching for parking spaces in a car parking places and therefore it reduces the emission of pollution and noise.
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